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Unflappable and resourceful, Abigail Timberlake, antique
dealer and owner of Charlotte, North Carolina's Den of
Antiquity, relies on her knowledge and savvy to authenticate
the facts from the fakes when it comes to either curios or
people. Her expertise makes Abby invaluable to exceptionally
handsome Tradd Maxwell Burton, wealthy scion of the
renowned Latham family. He needs her to determine the most
priceless item in the Latham mansion and then split the
proceeds of it with her. A treasure hunt in an antique--filled
manor? All Abby can say is "let the games begin."
Accompanied by her best girlfriend, C.J., Abby arrives at the
estate and is met with cool reserve, it not downright rudeness,
from the members of the Latham clan. Trying to carry out
Tradd's request, Abby finds that she could cut the household
tension with a knife. But someone has beaten her to it by
stabbing a maid to death with an ancient kris. Suddenly all
eyes are on C.J., whose fingerprints happen to be all over the
murder weapon. It's up to Abby to use her knack for detecting
forgeries to expose the...
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Thorough manual! Its this kind of excellent study. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom You can expect to
like how the writer compose this book.
-- Ma r lin Ra tke-- Ma r lin Ra tke

This is an amazing pdf that I actually have actually study. It is among the most amazing pdf we have read through. Its
been written in an remarkably basic way and is particularly simply following i finished reading this ebook where
basically altered me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Ms. Iz a bella  Wa lter-- Ms. Iz a bella  Wa lter
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